This paper shows the performance of an operational forecasting system, based on the regional atmospheric modeling system (RAMS), at 3 km horizontal resolution over southern Italy. The model is initialized from the 12 UTC operational analysis/forecasting cycle of the European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The forecast is issued for the following three days. The performance is evaluated for a whole year for the surface parameters: temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, and precipitation. The verification has been performed against SYNOP stations over southern Italy. A dense non-GTS network over Calabria is used for precipitation. Results show that RMSE is about 2-3 K for temperature, 12-16% for relative humidity, 2.0-2.8 m/s for wind speed, and 55-75 ∘ for wind direction, the performance varying with the season and with the forecasting time. The error increases between the first and third forecast days. The verification of the rainfall forecast shows that the model underestimates the area of the precipitation. The model output statistics (MOS) is applied to all parameters but precipitation. Results show that the MOS reduces the RMSE by 0-30%, depending on the forecasting time, on the season and on the meteorological parameter.
Introduction
This paper shows the performance of an operational forecasting system in Southern Italy. The forecast is made for the following three days at 3 km horizontal resolution and is based on the regional atmospheric modeling system (RAMS).
Southern Italy is at the centre of the Mediterranean Basin and shows a typical Mediterranean climate [1] . This climate has a strong seasonal dependence caused by the influence of the planetary-scale pressure patterns acting on the area [2] [3] [4] .
In summer, the Azores anticyclone extends over the Mediterranean Basin and Southern Italy and favours the development of a dry and temperate climate. Breeze circulations develop along the coast (sea-land breezes) and inland (mountain-valley circulations) [5] [6] [7] .
In winter the Azores anticyclone retreats and the Siberian high extends over Northern Europe favouring the occurrence of cyclones over Southern Italy. These cyclones may form inside the basin, often initiated as secondary cyclogenesis, or may enter the Basin from outside [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Topographic features have a major impact on the climate of Southern Italy. Among them the presence of a warm sea and the peaked orography of Apennines, running from North to South all over the country, are of particular importance.
The Central Mediterranean Sea modulates the sea-land breeze regime along coastal areas, which eventually interacts with mountain-valley flows, and, because it is a warm sea, it ensures large water vapor availability to the storms evolving over the area. If suitable conditions are met, the sea favours convective instability and heavy precipitation, as reported in several studies over Southern Italy ( [12, 13] , e.g.).
The presence of mountains has also a significant impact on the local weather and climate. In addition to the development of mountain-valley flows and local wind regimes caused by the interaction of the topography with the synoptic flow, the orography controls the amount and distribution of the precipitation over Southern Italy. Climate studies [4] show the existence of a precipitation gradient between the western and eastern Southern Italy caused by the presence of the Apennines. Moreover, topography enhances local 2 Advances in Meteorology precipitation by orography uplift [14] [15] [16] or by focusing the rainfall in localized spots [17] .
All the above characteristics make Southern Italy a challenging and interesting country for climate and weather studies. However, most of the bibliography focusing on that area is based on a case study approach and refers to the study of severe weather [18] . So, the verification of numerical weather prediction systems over Southern Italy is still lacking, particularly for parameters different from precipitation.
The aim of this work is to evaluate the performance of the forecast at high spatial (3 km) and temporal (O(1 h)) resolution of the surface parameters: temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, wind speed, and wind direction.
The verification is performed for a whole year (1 December 2012-30 November 2013) and, because of the importance of the seasonal forcing on the weather and climate of the area, the analysis is presented for each season.
Another problem considered in this paper is the improvement of the forecast of surface parameters (temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed and direction) by a statistical method, namely, the model output statistics (MOS, [19, 20] ). Indeed, the prediction of surface parameters over complex terrain, as that of Southern Italy, is difficult and is affected by dynamical and physical errors. In addition to shortcomings in the physical parameterizations and in the dynamics of the model, subgrid phenomena, as those induced by the presence of small water bodies or local topography, have an important impact on the forecast. As a consequence of these issues, the forecast is affected by systematic errors that can be reduced by statistical methods [21, 22] .
In this paper the performance of a simple MOS, with one predictor for each predictand, is investigated, and the statistical robustness of the MOS improvement is evaluated.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the RAMS model configuration, the observational dataset used for the verification, and the statistical scores used for the forecast evaluation; the scores are shown in Section 3 as well as the impact of the MOS on the forecast statistics.
Data and Methodology

The RAMS Model
Configuration. The simulations of this study are produced by the RAMS model. A detailed description of the RAMS model is given in [23] while the following is a brief description of the model setup. The RAMS model is also operational in southern Italy [24] , and the results of this paper show an upgrade of that model setting. Two twoway nested domains at 12 km and 3 km horizontal resolutions, respectively, are used (Table 1, Figure 1(a) ). The first grid covers the Central Mediterranean Basin while the second extends over the whole of Southern Italy. Thirty-five vertical levels, up to 21797 m in the terrain-following coordinate system, are used for both domains. Levels are not equally spaced: layers below 1500 m a.g.l. are between 50 and 200 m thick, whereas layers in the middle and upper troposphere (>7000 m a.g.l.) are 1000 m thick.
The land ecosystem-atmosphere feedback model (LEAF) is used to calculate the exchange between soil, vegetation, and atmosphere [25] . LEAF is a representation of surface features, including vegetation, soil, lakes and oceans, and snow cover, and their influence on each other and on the atmosphere. Explicitly resolved precipitation is computed from bulk microphysics prognostic equations for the mixing ratios of seven water categories: cloud water, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail [26] . Snow, aggregates, and pristine ice are assumed completely frozen; cloud water and rain are liquid water, while graupel and hail are mixedphase categories. The scheme uses a generalized gamma size-spectrum and uses a stochastic collection rather than a continuous accretion. The scheme includes a heat budget equation for each hydrometeor class, allowing heat storage and the existence of mixed phase hydrometeors.
Sub-grid-scale effect of convective and nonconvective clouds is parameterized following Molinari and Corsetti [27] who proposed a simplified form of the Kuo scheme [28] that accounts for updrafts and downdrafts.
The RAMS parameterizes the unresolved transport using K-theory, in which the covariance is evaluated as the product of an eddy mixing coefficient and the gradient of the transported quantity. The turbulent mixing in the horizontal directions is parameterized following Smagorinsky [29] , which relates the mixing coefficients to the fluid strain rate and includes corrections for the influence of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency and the Richardson number [30] .
A full-column, two-stream single-band radiation scheme is used to calculate short-wave and long-wave radiation [31] . The scheme accounts for condensate in the atmosphere, but not whether it is cloud water, rain, or ice.
Using this model configuration, a one-year forecast (1 December 2012-30 November 2013) was collected. The forecast starts, for each day, at 12 UTC and lasts 84 h and the model output is available every hour. The first 12 hours of each forecast are spin-up time and are discarded from the verification process. This time is enough to reach a dynamical equilibrium of the physical and dynamical components of the model, as reported in a previous study [32] . Initial and boundary conditions are given by the ECMWF operational analysis and forecast cycle at 12 UTC.
Observational Data and Verification for
Temperature, Relative Humidity, Wind Speed, and Wind Direction. The observational dataset used to quantify the model performance for temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction is formed by the reports of the SYNOP stations, both land and mobile, which are distributed through the GTS.
For the verification, the forecast is bilinearly interpolated to the position of the SYNOP observations. Statistics have been calculated over the RAMS nested domain (southern Italy) where GTS counts 42 surface land stations (Figure 1(b) ). Available reports vary from 10 to 42 for each forecasting time depending on the day. Even if there are comparatively more stations in the coastal areas than inland, the reports of the SYNOP stations are reliable and resilient giving a unique sample for the forecast verification. This is important for evaluating future developments of the operational model. In addition to the 42 SYNOP land stations, the reports of SYNOP mobile stations are considered (Figure 1 (c)) in this paper. However, the reports available for mobile stations are much less than those of the land stations. For example, Figure 1 (b) shows the multiplicity of the reports for each of the 42 SYNOP land stations for the + 18 hours forecast in spring. The multiplicity is computed by summing over the whole spring. The multiplicity is larger than 85 for most stations.
The situation is different for mobile stations. Figure 1 (c) shows the reports multiplicity for mobile stations for the whole spring at + 60, the forecasting time being chosen to maximize the available reports. For this time there are 80 mobile stations, nevertheless the multiplicity is, for most cases, one.
Similar results to those of Figures 1(b) and 1(c) are found for other seasons and forecasting times showing the much larger number of data available for land stations compared to mobile. This point will be further considered in Section 3.1.
For temperature a simple correction was implemented to account for the gap between the real altitude of the surface weather station and that of the RAMS model corresponding to the station coordinates. In particular, referring to Figure 2 , the temperature at the station is given by
where and are the weights of the bilinear interpolation, is the altitude, is the temperature, and is the vertical temperature gradient. This gradient is computed from the model output considering the grid points surrounding the station.
For other parameters the bilinear interpolation is used without the gradient adjustment (i.e., (1) with = 0).
Different statistical scores have been computed as follows.
(i) Bias or mean error (hereafter also BIAS) measures the mean difference between simulation and observation:
(ii) Mean absolute error (hereafter also ABS) measures the mean amplitude of the simulation error with respect to the observation:
(iii) Root mean square error (hereafter also RMSE) measures the mean square gap between observed and modelled data:
where is the total number of observation-forecast pairs entering the statistic. This number varies from case to case depending on the number of available GTS reports.
Errors have been calculated for 12 months (1 December 2012-30 November 2013). Considering the importance of the seasonal cycle in the Southern Italy climate, statistics are shown for different seasons.
For the verification of the precipitation forecast a different dataset was used because the data available through the GTS are too sparse and too few for an adequate verification of the field. The dataset and the methodology followed to verify the precipitation field are discussed in Section 3.2. Figure 3 shows the BIAS and RMSE for temperature. Both statistics are shown from + 12 to + 84, where is the initial forecasting time. The figure shows the results every 12 hours. Hours 12, 36, 60, and 84 denote 00 UTC (LST = UTC + 1 h), while hours 24, 48, and 72 are 12 UTC.
Results
Verification of the Model Performance.
Excluding the BIAS for spring at + 84, when a small positive value (<0.1 K) is shown, all values are negative, and the forecast underestimates observations. There is no particular dependency on the season, the largest absolute values being for different seasons depending on the forecasting time. The BIAS shows a clear diurnal cycle with larger absolute values at 12 UTC ( + 24, + 48, + 72). seasons. In particular, the values decrease from −1% at +12 to −3% at +84 for spring, meanwhile in winter from −1% at +12 to −1.5% at + 84. A diurnal cycle is shown for summer with largest absolute values of the BIAS occurring at 00 UTC (up to −3.5%). Fall shows a positive BIAS (1.5%), almost constant with the integration time.
The RMSE (Figure 4(b) ) shows a rather constant value for different forecasting times (12-16% depending on the season).
The smallest values are for winter and fall, while the largest errors occur in summer and spring. As for temperature, there is a small increase of the RMSE with forecasting time.
Considering the statistics for wind speed ( Figure 5 ) we notice a different behaviour for winter and fall compared to summer and spring. In winter and fall the forecast underestimates the observed values for all forecasting times, the value ranging from −0.3 m/s to −0.7 m/s. In summer and spring a clear diurnal cycle is shown with negative values at 00 UTC and small values, positive or negative depending on the forecasting time, for 12 UTC.
The RMSE for wind speed ( the season or forecasting time is shown in Figure 6 (a). This is expected considering the rather homogeneous distribution of the verification dataset (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)) and, for coastal stations, with the sea to the west or east of the surface station.
Values for the RMSE of wind direction range between 55 ∘ and 75 ∘ depending on the season and forecasting time. There is a small increase of the error with forecasting time superimposed to a diurnal cycle. As expected, this cycle is more evident in summer, when the largest errors occur at 00 UTC.
Comparing the results of Figures 5 and 6 for summer and winter we notice that the wind speed has a lower error in summer, while the wind direction has a lower error in winter. This behaviour is caused by the local circulations, which dominate the local climate in summer. In particular, because several SYNOP stations (Figures 1(b) and 1(c) ) are near the sea or over maritime areas, the sea-breeze plays a major role [33, 34] .
In summer, the wind speed is lower and has a larger diurnal cycle than in winter. In these conditions the wind direction is variable, especially for low wind speed, as at 00 UTC ( Figure 6 ). In winter the wind speed is larger than in summer and the circulations are focused on specific directions, which are determined, from case to case, by the synoptic scale forcing.
The forecast is less able to follow the larger variability of the wind direction in summer compared to the more focused direction in winter, so the errors for wind directions are larger in summer than in winter.
On the other hand, the model is more able to predict the lower wind speed and its regular diurnal cycle in summer compared to the stronger winds occurring in winter.
To analyse more in detail the diurnal cycle of the errors and the different behaviour among seasons, Figures 7 and  8 show the time series of the observations and forecast for temperature and wind speed in winter and summer. Time series are computed by averaging the observations and the forecast over the second domain of the RAMS forecast.
Considering the temperature in winter and summer, we notice the larger amplitude of the diurnal cycle in summer. Both in winter and summer the model underestimate the observed temperature, especially during the daylight hours, confirming the results of Figure 3(a) .
Wind speed is larger in winter (Figure 7(b) ) than in summer (Figure 8(b) ) showing the importance of the synopticscale forcing in this season of the year. In summer there is a clear diurnal cycle of the wind speed, caused by the local circulations. A wind-speed diurnal cycle is also present in winter, but its amplitude is lower than in summer. It is also noticed that the forecast overestimates the amplitude of the diurnal cycle in winter, and this is another source of error causing a larger RMSE for wind speed in winter compared to summer.
We also notice that the forecast underestimates the wind speed both in summer and winter (see also Figure 5(a) ).
The statistics of Figures 3-6 show the results considering both land and mobile SYNOP reports. It would be interesting to consider the model performance over maritime areas and eventually compare this result with that found over the land.
This analysis is difficult in the context of this paper because the number of records available from mobile stations is small in absolute value, and much smaller than the reports of land (motionless) stations. Figure 9 (a) shows the number of records for the land and mobile stations for the wind speed in summer. The number of records available for SYNOP land stations is between 1900 and 3000, depending on the forecasting time, while the number of reports for SYNOP mobile is less than 100 for all forecasting times. Similar results are found for other seasons and for other parameters, confirming the much smaller number of data for maritime areas compared to the land. Moreover, the result of Figure 9 With the limitation of the small dataset available, the errors found over maritime areas are in line with those for the whole dataset for all parameters but the wind speed. More specifically, the Bias and RMSE for temperature, relative humidity and wind direction for maritime areas are sometimes smaller sometimes larger than those of Figures 3, 4 , and 6, but they do not show a particular behaviour when compared to the results for the whole dataset.
For the wind speed, however, errors are larger over maritime areas compared to land (Figure 9(b) ). This is verified for all seasons and forecasting times. The wind speed bias for the whole dataset is negative for most forecasting times for all seasons, showing the model tendency to underestimate surface winds ( Figure 5(a) ). The underestimation of surface winds is exacerbated for maritime areas (not shown) determining a larger RMSE. The underestimation of the surface wind speed, especially for maritime areas, could be the result of several factors. Among others, errors in the physical parameterization of the RAMS model, the lack of coupling between the atmospheric model and a sea-wave model, the lower number of in situ data assimilated by atmospheric models over the sea compared to those over land, could play a role. The detailed investigation of these issues, however, needs a larger dataset and a larger domain extension than those considered in this work for studying the topic in different topographical and meteorological conditions. For these reasons, the assessment of the model performance over maritime areas and its comparison with performance over the land will be investigated in detail in future studies.
Verification of the Precipitation Forecast.
As stated at the end of Section 2, the GTS data for precipitation are too few and too sparse for an adequate verification of the forecast, so this field was verified over the Calabria Region ( Figure 10 ) on a daily basis, that is, for the first, second and third day forecasts. The choice of Calabria is motivated by three main reasons: (a) Calabria is representative of the Mediterranean climate [4] ; (b) Calabria has a dense network of non-GTS rain gauges. More specifically we consider a network of 135 rain gauges distributed rather uniformly over the region ( Figure 10) ; (c) a database of daily precipitation is maintained at ISAC-CNR for Calabria [35] , ensuring a good quality Advances in Meteorology 9 of the data, the quality check procedure being detailed in Federico et al. [35] . The four-point method [36] was adopted for the verification of the precipitation forecast. In this method, the differences between the model and observed precipitation at the four grid points surrounding the station are computed. Then the model precipitation having the smallest difference with the observation is considered as the predicted value. In this way a shift in the precipitation field up to 3 √ 2 = 4.2 km is considered negligible.
Before applying the four-point method, precipitations of two or more stations falling in the same grid-cell of the RAMS model are grouped in a single super-observation, whose precipitation is given by the average of the precipitations recorded by the stations inside the (same) grid-cell.
Statistical verification was performed by computing 2 × 2 contingency tables for different precipitation thresholds, namely, 0.2, 1, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 mm, being 60 mm generally considered as a threshold for severe precipitation events in the Mediterranean Basin [18] . In particular, starting from the hits ( ), false alarms ( ), misses ( ), and correct no forecasts ( ), the probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), the bias, and the equitable threat score (ETS) were computed [22] : 
The performance of the precipitation forecast was evaluated for the three forecast days, nevertheless no particular differences were found among the three days, so the following discussion focuses on the second day of forecast. Figure 11 shows the Bias, POD, FAR and ETS for the second day of forecast for the whole year. The Bias is 0.9 for the 0.2 mm threshold, but it largely decreases for other thresholds. Its value is about 0.3 for the 10 mm threshold and 0.2 for thresholds greater than 10 mm. The Bias shows that the model underestimates the precipitation area especially for thresholds larger than 5 mm (Bias < 0.4).
Although the Bias has small value, the precipitation pattern forecast is correctly located. This is shown by the value of the ETS, which is larger than zero for all thresholds, showing the usefulness of the forecast. So, while the model underestimates the precipitation area, it correctly predicts its position.
The POD score decreases with increasing thresholds. In particular for the 0.2 and 1 mm thresholds, POD is larger than 0.6 showing that more than 60% of the precipitation forecast above these thresholds is co-located with observations. The similarity between POD and Bias values, especially for thresholds larger than 5 mm, shows that the hits ( ) and misses ( ) are both much larger than false alarms ( ). For example, for the 40 mm threshold, = 128, = 14 and = 754. The FAR score shows a decrease up to the 10 mm threshold, then it steadily increase, this behaviour being typical of several meteorological models [37] . It is worth noting that the POD is larger than FAR for all thresholds but 60 mm, showing a good forecast performance, despite the dryness of the forecast.
Considering the scores for the different seasons of the year, we note that the behaviours for winter, spring and fall are similar to those found for the whole year, whilst summer has a different behaviour of the scores. This is expected because of the change of the precipitation regime over Calabria in summer. Indeed, while in spring, fall and winter the precipitation is mainly associated with the passage of large scale storms (including subsynoptic systems, whose spatial extension is, however, larger than Calabria peninsula [18] ), in summer local forcing (e.g., the orography, the sea surface temperature, the stability of the lower atmosphere) is a key factor for triggering convection, and the precipitation is often localized in spots, which are less extended compared to the precipitation patterns found in other seasons. The precipitation forecast is more difficult in summer than in other seasons [18] . Figure 12 shows the precipitation scores for summer. The Bias is larger than 1 for the 0.2 and 1 mm daily precipitation values, then it decreases for larger thresholds, being zero for the 20 mm threshold. The ETS is between 0.15 and 0.4 up to the 10 mm threshold, then it decreases to zero for the 20 mm threshold. The POD decreases from 0.8 (0.2 mm threshold) to 0 (20 mm threshold), while the FAR decreases from 0.2 to 10 mm thresholds, then it is 1 for the 20 mm threshold. The results of Figure 12 show that the model is unable to catch the localized moderate-intense precipitation spots (i.e., >10 mm/day) occurring in Calabria in summer [35] . On the contrary, the model is able to catch, and overestimate, the small-precipitations triggered by local circulations, which are typical in Calabria in summer [7] .
Advances in Meteorology
Statistical Forecasting by MOS.
In this paragraph we show the impact of a widely used postprocessing technique, that is, the MOS [19] [20] [21] [22] , for improving the forecast.
There are two basic reasons for applying the MOS to the output of numerical weather prediction models (NWPs).
(a) The NWPs are not perfect and have systematic errors (biases). Statistical forecast may compensate and correct those biases.
(b) The NWPs homogenize surface conditions, as they represent reality with a finite number of grid points. This representation misses important small-scale effects (caused, e.g., by the presence of small surface water bodies or local topography) that may have an important impact on local weather and climate. Statistical relationship may be derived between the NWPs output and the desired forecast quantities to give a closer representation of the real world.
The MOS has been applied to the meteorological parameters: temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction.
For each predictand one predictor is used. In particular, the predictand of the MOS regression curve is the meteorological parameter observed at the station while the predictor is the model forecast for the predictand.
The following methodology is employed to quantify the impact of the MOS on the forecast: the MOS regression equation is computed using 90% of the data and is applied to the remaining 10% of data to give the forecast. This procedure is repeated 50 times, randomly selecting the 90% of the data used for the computation of the MOS regression. For each MOS forecast, RMSE has been computed and compared to that obtained without using the MOS.
Hereafter, for brevity, results are presented only for spring, nevertheless similar results were found for other seasons. Figure 13(a) shows the difference between RMSEs (ΔRMSE) without using the MOS and using the MOS for surface temperature. A positive value means that the forecast is improved by the MOS. Considering the average of the ΔRMSE for the fifty-MOS applications, an improvement of ∼0.4 K is gained for all forecasting times. The improvement is about 20-30% of the RMSE without MOS (i.e., about 2 K for spring, Figure 3(b) ), showing an important impact of the MOS on the forecast. The result is statistically robust because there is an improvement for all the fifty MOS and the 25th percentile shows an improvement larger than 0.2 K for all forecasting times, that is, larger than 10% of the RMSE without MOS.
To further quantify the forecast improvement by MOS, we performed the forecast of the spring season without using the second RAMS domain (3 km horizontal resolution, Figure 1 ). The horizontal resolution of this forecast is 12 km and, considering the complex orography of the studied area, an important impact of the horizontal resolution on the forecast of surface temperature is expected. The dotted line (G1-G2) in Figure 13 (a) shows the RMSE difference between the forecast using only one grid (G1, 12 km horizontal resolution) and the forecast using both domains (G1, G2, 3 km horizontal resolution). A positive difference means an improvement of the forecast using both domains.
As expected, the impact of increasing the horizontal resolution is noticeable with maximum values of the RMSE difference between G1 and G2 around 0.6 K. It is interesting to note, however, that the improvement gained by enhancing the horizontal resolution from 12 km to 3 km is comparable with that gained by the MOS. Stated in other terms, using the MOS on the second grid forecast has a positive impact on the forecast, which is of the same order of that given by increasing the horizontal resolution from 12 to 3 km.
These results show the importance of using a statistical correction as MOS to the RAMS forecast, especially considering the limited amount of computing time required by the MOS. Figure 13 (b) quantifies the impact of the MOS on the relative humidity forecast. The improving using the MOS is about 2.5% that must be compared with the RMSE of ∼15% without using the MOS (Figure 4(b) ). Results are statistically robust and the improvement of the 25th percentile is larger than 2% for most forecasting times. The improvement gained by MOS is larger than that given by enhancing the horizontal resolution from 12 km to 3 km.
The result for the wind speed, Figure 13 The result is statistically robust because all the fifty MOS applications give a forecast improvement, which is larger than 10% for most forecasting times. The improvement introduced by MOS is larger than that obtained increasing the forecast resolution from 12 to 3 km. Figure 13(d) shows the result of the MOS application to the forecast of the wind direction. The ΔRMSE average shows positive values for all forecasting times and there is an improvement to the forecast using the MOS. However, the impact of MOS is negligible at 12 UTC and early afternoon while it increases at night, when values of ΔRMSE are around 5 ∘ .
The results are statistically less robust for wind direction compared to other parameters because the forecast using MOS is sometimes worse than that without MOS (ΔRMSE < 0). Nevertheless, the 25th percentile of the ΔRMSE is positive for most of the forecasting times and especially at night, showing the usefulness of the MOS also for the forecast of the wind direction.
Finally we notice that the diurnal cycle shown by the RMSE for all parameters (Figures 3-6 ) mirrors in a diurnal cycle of ΔRMSE. For spring this occurs especially for relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction.
Conclusions
This paper shows the performance of a forecasting system, based on the RAMS model and operational at ISAC-CNR, which is focused over Southern Italy where the horizontal resolution of the model grid is 3 km. This forecast is an upgrade of the operational setting already available in Southern Italy [24] .
The forecast is performed for the following three days and the output is saved every one hour. The performance has been quantified for surface temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction, and precipitation. With the exception of precipitation, data from the GTS synoptic stations, both land (motionless) and mobile, were used for the forecast verification. This network counts 42 observing land stations over Southern Italy and a variable number of mobile reports.
A non-GTS rain gauge network, counting 135 rain gauges over Calabria, was used to verify the precipitation forecast.
The forecast performance is presented for different seasons because of the importance of the seasonal forcing on the weather and climate of Southern Italy.
Results show that RMSE is 2-3 K for temperature, 12-16% for relative humidity, 2.0-2.8 m/s for wind speed and 55-75 ∘ for wind direction, depending on forecasting time and season. The RMSE for different parameters shows a clear diurnal cycle, especially in summer. For example the RMSE for temperature in summer is 2 K during the night, while it increases up to 3.2 K during the day.
The increase of the RMSE with forecasting time is of the order of 10% of the initial RMSE for temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction.
Scores for the precipitation forecast show an evident underestimation of the precipitation areas, especially for thresholds larger than 10 mm/day. Despite the dry behaviour of the model, the precipitation patterns are well predicted and the equitable threat score (ETS) is greater than zero for most thresholds, showing the usefulness of the forecast.
Even if it is not possible to directly compare the errors presented in this paper with those coming from others forecasting systems, because of the differences of the forecast period and of the area considered, it is interesting to discuss the results of this paper in the framework of similar works in the Mediterranean Basin.
A recent paper of Gómez et al. [37] presented the performance of a real time forecasting system based on the RAMS model with 3 km horizontal resolution over the Valencia region. The comparison was done against 18 surface weather stations quite uniformly distributed over the area. The analysed period is longer than that considered in this paper and covers four years (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) .
Their results show a RMSE of 2-4 K for temperature, 15-30% for relative humidity and 2-4 m/s for wind speed, depending on the season and forecasting time (they divided their analysis between day, i.e., 13:00 UTC, and night, i.e., 05:00 UTC). They also found a significant difference of the performance between inland and coastal stations. This difference was not discussed in our study because we did not find systematic differences between errors inland and in coastal areas. Our result, however, is, at least in part, determined by the comparatively smaller number of inland stations considered in our work.
For the precipitation forecast, the performance for POD and ETS of this paper are in line or better than those presented in [37] , nevertheless the RAMS used in this paper has a much lower Bias. While part of this difference could be caused by the different areas and periods considered, the RAMS model of this paper underestimates the precipitation areas, especially for thresholds larger than 5 mm/day. This issue will be investigated in detail in future studies.
Another paper discussing the performance of a real time forecasting system is that of Kotroni and Lagouvardos [38] . Their work used the operational forecast issued by the MM5 [39] over the Athens area. The forecast was verified for the following two days for the year 2002 using four surface stations around and inside the urban area of Athens. Their analysis shows ABS in place of the RMSE and the results are presented for each station, while our study shows cumulative statistics over the whole of Southern Italy. In particular, the ABS for temperature is between 1.2 and 3.2 K, ABS for wind speed is between 1.3 and 2.2 m/s and ABS for wind direction is between 20 and 45 ∘ , depending on the season, forecasting time and station position. Our results span a larger interval of ABS performance compared to those of [38] because of the larger number of stations considered. Nevertheless, most of our ABSs are inside the values reported in [38] .
The comparison above, even if qualitative, shows that the performance of the forecasting system presented in this paper is in line with others in the Mediterranean Basin and it is useful for planning future activities and developments.
An important subject investigated in this paper is the improvement of the forecast performance by statistical forecasting through MOS, with the exception of precipitation. The MOS is an effective and computational cheap way to reduce the forecast error because it compensates for model biases and for the missing of important small-scale effects that may have an important impact on the local weather.
Results show that the MOS application reduces the model error for all parameters. In particular, depending on the forecasting time, the RMSE reduction is between 20 and 30% for temperature, between 10 and 20% for relative humidity and wind speed, and between 0 and 10% for wind direction. As a consequence of the diurnal variation of the RMSE for all parameters considered, the forecast improvement by MOS shows a diurnal cycle too.
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